Accumulation of amino acids and hydroxyl free radicals in brain and retina of gerbil after transient ischemia.
The mongolian gerbil was introduced as a stroke model because of its incomplete circle of Willis. Unilateral carotid ligation ischemia produced in such a fashion was not effective in all gerbils. We have selected gerbils by examination of the ocular fundus to study the level of amino acids and hydroxyl free radicals (OH0 formation of DHBA, dihydroxybenzoic acid, from salicylate) in gerbil cerebral ischemia. Only gerbils with absence of retinal blood after ligation were selected as sensitive. One group (sham operated) served as control. The other group was subjected to unilateral left carotid occlusion with a clip during 30 minutes and classified as sensitive and non sensitive. Sixty minutes after release of the clip, levels of aspartate, glutamate, GABA were quantified in left hippocampus and in left retina. Levels of 2,5 DHBA (2,5 dihydroxybenzoic acid) were quantified in left retina and in left hemisphere. Compared to sham operated group, levels of aspartate (greater than 371%), glutamate (greater than 318%), GABA (greater than 122%) and 2,5 DHBA (greater than 385%) significantly increased in the group subjected to carotid occlusion. The determination of concentrations of amino acids and 2,5 DHBA in sensitive gerbils was a suitable method to study cerebral and retinal ischemia.